
James Cameron’s hit sequel was released in cinemas in 
1986 and remains a revered entry in the franchise. Join 
Graeme Mason on the hunt for its videogame adaptations

T he recent release of Alien: 

Covenant, while proving once 

more that the original two  

Alien films are very hard to live 

up to, has nevertheless maintained 

the perennial popularity of the 

deadly Xenomorphs. Originating in 
1979 with the Ridley Scott-directed 
Alien, the 1986 sequel was summed 
up fittingly with its succinct tagline: 
‘This time it’s war.’

Aliens begins 57 years after the 
events of the first film. Adrift in the 
escape capsule of the space freighter 
Nostromo, Ellen Ripley (together 
with that irascible ginger tom, Jones) 
is the sole human survivor of the 
deadly creature, brought aboard 
via a fellow crew member’s close 
encounter with one of those nasty 
Facehuggers. Held accountable 
for the deliberate destruction of 
valuable company property, Ripley 
is stripped of her flight officer 
credentials and forced into a lowly job 
aboard the space station Gateway. 
Given a shot at redemption and the 
chance to confront her fears, she is 
initially reluctant, before incessant 
nightmares persuade our heroine 
to take a trip back to LV-426, where 
the human colony subsequently 
placed there has gone abruptly silent. 

Accompanied by a team of gung-ho 
and supremely arrogant marines, it’s 
not long before Ripley is face to face 
once more with her biggest fear.

James Cameron wrote and 
directed Aliens, hot off the success 
of another futuristic flick, The 
Terminator. Having had a sci-fi script 
of his own rejected by the producers 
David Giler and Walter Hill, James 
Cameron was offered Alien 2, a 
proposed sequel to the hit Ridley 
Scott film. Combining elements of 
his own script with the established 
tropes of the nascent franchise, 
he came up with a treatment that 
expanded the Alien universe, and 
in a completely different style to 
the first movie. Where Alien was 
claustrophobic and tense, Aliens 
would be more open and action-
packed. From the enclosed walls of 
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» [ZX Spectrum] Defending Ops in the US version.
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 MISSION BRIEFING
This briefing scene takes place aboard the Sulaco and establishes the 
personalities and dynamic of the marines. Hicks is calm and insouciant, 
Hudson wisecracking and rebellious, Vasquez pompous and macho. It’s 
replicated early on in the Mr Micro version.

 DROPSHIP DROP
In the movie, the marines, Ripley and Burke, safely ensconced inside the 
APC, board a dropship to descend to LV-426. Aliens US puts the player in 
the role of pilot Corporal Ferro, negotiating the dropship through a series 
of navigational beacons in a somewhat vexing start to the game.

 MOTION TRACKER
The motion tracker was an inspired addition and is used several times, 
most notably in the alien attack on operations. The gadget was seen in 
Aliens and Alien Trilogy as part of the player’s HUD, before Aliens Online 
used it properly, complete with that terrifying hastening tone.

 FINAL SHOWDOWN 
Ripley faces off against the alien queen in Aliens’ conclusion, and uses a 
conveniently-located cargo loader to put the battle on a more even keel. 
The Activision/Electric Dreams Aliens US game includes a good-looking 
cut-scene that copies the famous line from this scene.

 THE QUEEN IS DEAD
Aliens’ conclusion sees Ripley climb into a cargo loader – an industrial-scale 
exosuit – and take the fight to the alien queen. The scene is semi-realised 
in the end of Aliens arcade: the battle itself differs but the airlock segment 
remains, and there’s a cut-away of the queen’s ice-cold demise.

the commercial freighter Nostromo 
to the mass of open corridors and 
wind-swept and freshly oxygenated 
Acheron landscape, Cameron made 
the masterstroke of introducing an 
overconfident, bullish and ultimately 
ineffectual squad of marines to the 
scenario, a thinly-veiled comment 
on America’s recent involvement in 
the Vietnam war. An almost-but-not-
quite romance and the key mother-
daughter relationship between Ripley 
and the colony’s sole survivor, Newt, 
added an extra emotional weight 
that would undercut the macho false 
bravado of the soldiers; the result was 
a perfect storm of an ugly, seemingly 
unbeatable alien menace, cutting-
edge model work and a tight, taut 
script that relentlessly dragged the 
viewer to its explosive conclusion.

Bidding for the videogame 
versions of Aliens was fierce – 
even before the film completed, 
shooting anticipation was high. 
One company focusing on movie 
licences was Activison and its UK 
base of operations, Electric Dreams. 
“It was a reflection of the market at 

the time,” recalls Rod Cousens, CEO 
of Electric Dreams. “And we wanted 
the marketing muscles to establish 
videogames as a form of mainstream 
entertainment. We won some and 
we lost some – Ocean and US Gold 
were formidable competitors!” 
With Rod having secured the deal, 
design pitches were handed out to 
Activision’s development studios, and 
unusually, two different designs were 
accepted. “We thought that both 
treatments were strong and deserved 
to come to market,” explains Rod, 
“and the motion picture company 
supported our endeavours.”

The result was the first two 
games based on the hit film 
(there would be more to follow, 
but we’ll come to them soon), 

and two games greatly differing in 
style and content. Jon Dean was 
boss of Activision’s Software Studios 
development team. “Most movies 
were signed very early before there 
was much more to see than a script 
and the possibility of some named 
stars. My guess is US Gold and 
Ocean would have been bidding 
for Aliens, as it was a sequel and a 
known property. However, Activision’s 
advantage was that they could offer 
global distribution.” The Software 
Studios version of Aliens was a 
first-person shooter, with tile-based 
movement and the plot of the movie 
distilled down to one central mission: 
reclaim control of the human base, 
while keeping your team alive. Jon 
continues, “The references we 

How the game transitioned from the Silver  
Screen to the arcades 

» [Amstrad CPC] A destroyed door can only mean 
one thing: Xenomorphs are near!

LICENCE TO THRILL: ALIENS

» [Arcade] Ripley blast aliens astride the APC.
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ALIENS �UK�
One of two developer pitches that warranted 

the thumbs up, Aliens UK (as it was named by 
marketing) is our pick of the earlier Aliens games. 
Using a first-person perspective, the player had 
to guide a team of six characters through the 
base, eliminating aliens, and of course that pesky 
egg-laying queen. It’s tense and atmospheric.

ALIENS �US�
While it may lack the intense nature of the 

Software Studios interpretation, Aliens US is 
a much more accurate rendition of the movie. 
There’s a dropship-piloting section and a neat 
first-person part inside the iconic cargo loader. 
However, over reliance on an oft-repeated dull 
corridor shooter level lets the game down.

ALIENS: ALIEN 2
Released a few months after Activision’s 

dual versions, Alien 2 is another oddity in the 
range of games based on the movie. A side-
scrolling shoot-‘em-up in the spirit of Metroid, 
it introduces a giant boss alien and Facehugger 
eggs containing useful weapons. It’s a decent 
game that was released in Japan only.

ALIENS �PUBLIC DOMAIN� 
This public domain effort appeared on the 

Atari ST in 1987, a gloriously well-timed stab 
at hanging somewhat dubiously on the coat 
tails of the movie. It’s a turn-based strategy 
game and an unremarkable one at that, 
despite having some nice digitised screens 
that came from the film itself.

from the script: what was the world 
like? Who were the main characters? 
What kind of technology and weapons 
were they using? Then I used these 
elements to create the game world 
and characters,” he explains. The 
alternative, as demonstrated in Mr 
Micro’s design, was to retell the 
story of the film scene by scene, 
and both pitches proved popular 
at Activision. “Marketing them 
simultaneously as both European and 
US releases seemed an obvious way 
of distinguishing the two games,” 
notes Rod Cousens. As was bizarrely 
common for the time, Fox studios 
interfered little in the development; 
videogames in general were still 
not considered a significant enough 
property to warrant much effort. 
As Jon Dean recalls succinctly, “We 
sent the game in when it was done, 
and it got approved. That was it.” 
The US version of Aliens inevitably 
represented the movie better, with a 

had were the script and some 
still frames of the various alien 
models in different stages of 
transformation.” Mark Eyles was 

the designer and writer for the game. 
“Alien is such a well-known franchise 
now,” he notes, “that it’s hard to 
envisage what it was like getting the 

script for Aliens. As far as how it 
would look and feel, all I had to go 
on was the original Alien movie that 

I’d seen at the cinema when it came 
out.” Interestingly, Mark took a much 
different approach to the game design 
than the other successful developer, 
Mr Micro. “I based the game on the 
premise that the player would create 
their own story from the locations 
and characters in the film, and this 
is my preferred approach. I tried to 
extract the most salient elements 

These weren’t in the film…

 RIP RIPLEY
Admittedly this is a common adaptation 

issue, but it still feels odd watching Ripley get 
caught by one of the 
slobbering Xenos in 
Aliens, and then her 
heartbeat monitor 
flatlining.

 BIG ALIENS VS 
 NAKED  RIPLEY

Square’s Aliens MSX game throws a few 
curveballs, such as this giant soldier alien 
and an apparently naked Ripley. While our 
heroine does indeed strip down to her undies 
in Alien, she remains 
clothed throughout 
the battles in Aliens.
multiple idols for big 
bonuses.

 ROCKET LAUNCHER 
 AND WEIRD ALIENS

Aliens arcade contains a range of off-canon 
material, and this screenshot sums it up well. 
We’re sure the movie Ripley would have found 
this rocket launcher 
quite helpful, and 
we don’t recall those 
crawling half-human 
things, either. 

» [C64] This simple sub-game sat at the start of 
Activision’s Aliens US.

» [C64] Poor old Gorman,  
about to get chomped.
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 All I had to go on was the  
original Alien movie  

Mark Eyles
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ALIENS �KONAMI�
Released four years after the movie,  

Konami shoe-horned the sci-fi horror flick 
into a coin-munching run-and-gunner that 
is certainly enjoyable, despite a few, ahem, 
deviations from the movie. Colourful, frantic 
and fun, it’s well worth a blast or two, despite 
its inconsistencies.

ALIEN TRILOGY
This is a strange game. It claims to be based 

on the original three films, yet is a curious 
mish-mash of them, and is influenced mainly by 
Aliens. There’s a slightly weedy-looking pulse 
rifle, and the levels are very reminiscent of the 
colony on LV-426. An eccentricity, but one that 
captures the feel of the series.

ALIENS ONLINE
This MMO from 1998 was published by Fox 

Interactive via the GameStorm subscription 
service. A team-based shooter, it included 
interesting facets such as being able to play a 
Facehugger or queen, and different classes for 
the marines. After EA acquired GameStorm, 
servers were shut down. Game Over, man.

ALIENS VS PINBALL
We happily admit to having a bit of a soft spot 

for pinball games here at Retro Gamer, and this 
is a  cute little mobile version that contains a 
dedicated Aliens table, among others. Graphics 
include an APC that fires your ball, Ripley with a 
pulse rifle, and of course, her nemesis, the evil 
queen Xenomorph.

multistage approach that was  
fast-becoming the template for  
movie videogames. Which is the 
better version depends a lot on the 
player’s preference – similarity to 
the movie, or the nerve-wracking 
atmosphere and first-person 
perspective of the UK version? 

M uch like the pesky 
Xenomorphs themselves, 
the videogame adaptations 
of Aliens refused to lie 

down. Following the release of the 
Activision/Electric Dreams games, 
lucky MSX owners got another 
game, subtitled Alien 2, developed 
by Square and released only in 
Japan as a side-scrolling platform 
game that bore no resemblance to 
the previous games. Then, in 1990, 
four years after the release of the 
movie, Konami acquired the licence 
to create an arcade game of Aliens. 
Released worldwide, this game 

» [Arcade] Fortunately, the cargo loader of the arcade 
game moved much quicker than in the movie.

» [Arcade] Ripley prepares to take out a purple alien.

L  ALIENS

introduced many new elements to 
the series as it played fast and loose 
with Alien canon. The game was 
primarily a side-scrolling run-and-
gunner, reminiscent of peers such 
as Alien Storm, peppered with the 
occasional vehicle section, Ripley 
herself sitting proudly astride the 
APC, blasting aliens into a gooey, 
acidic mess. Despite wandering 
into new territory with its strange 
variations of Xenomorphs, Aliens 
arcade followed the film reasonably 
closely and ended with the famous 
climactic battle against the Xeno 
queen. Alien Trilogy (PC, Saturn and 
PlayStation) featured the location and 
many weapons from Aliens, if not 
its actual plot and characters – save 
for Ripley and Bishop – while Aliens 
Online pitched multiple players 
against each other in a first-person 
shooter  that required a GameStorm 

LIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENSS

subscription. Furthermore, many 
Aliens videogames since, such as 
the Game Boy Color’s Thanatos 
Encounter, the PC game Aliens: A 
Comic Book Adventure and 2014’s 
Alien: Isolation have lifted themes 
and objects from James Cameron’s 
movie. Its influence clearly extends 
far beyond the official adaptations, 
yet of all the videogames it has 
spawned, Electric Dreams’ original 
UK version is the closest to the film in 
terms of atmosphere.

Still regarded by most fans as 
the pinnacle of the Alien franchise, 
Aliens the movie stands up today as 
a remarkably powerful journey into 
a violent and industrially imperfect 
future. We recommend the lean, tight, 
running time of the original cinematic 
release – so what are you waiting for 
soldier, breakfast in bed? 
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